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Welcome to the CWU MS Experimental Psychology Program  
 

We are committed to helping our graduate student’s progress to advanced 
levels of knowledge, methods and practice within experimental psychology. The 
program is designed to build a strong foundation in core areas that support a 
variety of sub-disciplines as well as to provide advanced training in areas of 
specialization.  
 

The mission of the CWU MS Experimental Psychology Program is to prepare 
students for doctoral study in psychology and related fields, for community college 
and university-level teaching in psychology, and for research and evaluation 
positions with public and private employers. 
 

Graduates of the MS Experimental Psychology Program will be trained to be 
careful, competent researchers. Our goal is for you to become knowledgeable, 
ethical, and skilled in your selected field. The program is flexible and 
comprehensive in its approach. It is designed to provide educational excellence 
through challenging and supportive individual and professional development 
opportunities. We look to affirm the diversity of ideas, values and persons; to 
uphold the highest of ethical principles in professional conduct; and to maintain 
partnerships with institutions and communities within the region. 
 

The purpose of this Student Handbook is to provide you with basic 
information about the MS Experimental Psychology Graduate Program, the 
Psychology Department, and other University requirements to help you 
successfully negotiate your way through the program. Please become familiar with 
this information and let your academic advisor (or other faculty) know how we can 
assist you in being successful in your coursework and training 
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Experimental Psychology 
 

The Experimental Psychology program, allows students to concentrate in areas of study 
adequately represented among the faculty. These areas currently include 
industrial/organizational psychology, primate behavior, educational psychology, social 
psychology, human and non-human cognition, neuroscience, evolutionary psychology and 
animal behavior. 

  
 The goal of this MS program is to prepare students for future doctoral study, and/or 
professional careers in science and industry. Classes and experiences in the MS Experimental 
Psychology Program are designed to provide the knowledge, skills, and competencies that will 
allow graduates to: 
 

1)  Write in the language of the discipline, using the elements of style described in the 
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association. 

2)  Describe and perform data analyses for particular data sets such as traditional 
descriptive statistical analyses, inferential statistical analyses, sequential analyses, 
single-subject designs and/or multivariate analyses. 

3)  Describe, assess and utilize common research designs in psychology. 

4)  Design, conduct, and report psychological research. 

5)  Describe and contrast major theoretical and practical concepts in core content areas of 
research including behavior analysis, cognitive psychology, comparative psychology, 
and/or physiological psychology. 

6)  Engage in scholarly and professional activities, including presenting research at formal 
and/or informal professional events. 

7)  Performing professional skills in a supervised practice setting such as research teams, 
internships, and graduate research courses. 

8)  Enhance their professional identity as an experimental psychologist 
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Prerequisite Courses 
 

PSY 300 (Research Methods), PSY 362 (Introductory Statistics), and 363 (Intermediate 
Statistics and Research Methods), or approved equivalents are required prerequisites to the 
program and to several of the graduate-level research methods and statistics courses.    
 

If you have not already completed these courses, they should be taken in the first year 
of your program – beginning in Fall quarter.  Often these prerequisite classes must be 
completed before admission to graduate level courses. 
 

Admission and Retention Policies 
 

When students are accepted into Central Washington University’s MS Experimental 
Psychology Program and begin classes, they are taking their first steps toward developing their 
professional identity. From here, students must delve into coursework, internships and 
research.  
 
Admission.  Admission to the Central Washington University’s MS Experimental Psychology 
Program is contingent on having a completed application file with copies of undergraduate 
transcripts, documentation of a completed baccalaureate degree, a statement of purpose, GRE 
scores, and three letters of recommendation.  
 
Conditional Admission. Occasionally, a student may appear to be a good fit for our program, 
but may not meet all requirements for admission. Some reasons for conditional acceptance 
may involve the need to raise marginal GRE scores, or the completion of the BA or BS degree. 
When a student’s file otherwise indicates a good fit, the department may consider it 
worthwhile to make an offer of conditional acceptance into the program.  When this happens, 
it is made very clear what conditions must be met to achieve unconditional admission. These 
requirements will be spelled out in your acceptance letter. Once the requirements have been 
satisfied, the student will receive a letter of acknowledgement of completion of requirements 
from the program director, and a copy of that letter will be sent to the CWU graduate school.  
 
Retention Policy. Following full admission to the MS Experimental Program, students receive 
periodic feedback from the program director with input from other faculty in the program, as 
well as annual feedback from their academic advisor. Through this ongoing evaluative process, 
your academic and/or personal strengths and limitations may be reviewed and discussed.  In 
most cases, we provide feedback that will help you grow as an experimental psychologist. On 
rare occasions, students who have been fully admitted into the program will receive 
evaluations (and/or grades) indicating a poor fit within experimental psychology.  When this 
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happens, remedial assistance is offered.  If the student is still unable to provide competent 
performance, they may be referred to other degree programs and/or dismissed from the 
program. 
 
Appeals Process. Consistent with CWU’s Academic Appeals policy (CWU 
Undergraduate/Graduate Catalog, Appendix C), students may file an academic grievance if they 
feel the assigned grade(s) in their courses that is unfair.  Per the Academic Appeals policy, the 
student initially meets with the instructor/supervisor and/or program director. Should the issue 
not be resolved at this level, the department chair is asked to resolve the grievance. If 
resolution is not achieved at the department chair level, the matter is forwarded to the dean. 
Should resolution not be achieved at this point, the student may petition for a hearing before 
the Board of Academic Appeals. 
 
Minority Recruitment Policies  
 
Graduate Student Recruitment. The graduate program in Experimental psychology at Central 
Washington University is committed to the principles of equal opportunity and diversity. We 
believe that an environment that welcomes and appreciates cultural differences and similarities 
enhances our academic program. Cultural diversity includes the richness of ethnicity, genders, 
ages, languages, disabilities skills, professions, religions, beliefs, values and all characteristics 
and factors that make us human. The recruitment of students representative of the diversity of 
society helps serve to enhance the educational experience of those associated with our 
program. In order to increase the number of minority applicants to our programs the 
Department of Psychology engages in the following:  
 

1. Marketing and promoting our programs to identify potential applicants from local 
schools and colleges. 

2. Maintaining contact with campus minority student organizations. 
3. Seeking to employ minority faculty members. 
4. Making use of equitable admissions criteria. 
5. Using equal opportunity guidelines in the awarding of assistantships. 
6. Assisting potential students in the identification of financial aid opportunities. 

 
Recruitment of Minority Faculty.  The CWU Department of Psychology supports the university's 
commitment to develop an inclusive and diverse community of students and employees. The 
MS Experimental Psychology Program will continue to work in concert with the CWU Office for 
Equal Opportunity in the development of new policies and procedures for hiring and retaining 
diverse faculty. 
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Central Washington University MS Experimental Psychology Faculty, attending national level 
conferences, are assigned the task of making an active effort to recruit individuals who will 
increase the ethnic diversity of the existing faculty. 
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Timeline Guide for MS Experimental Graduate Students 
 
WHAT TO DO WHEN TO DO IT DETAILS 
Start Classes Late September In your first quarter, you will be automatically 

enrolled in PSY 555 – Design and Analysis for 
Applied Research and PSY 505 – Professional 
Development.  It is HIGHLY recommended 
that you meet with the program director and 
your advisor(s) before enrolling in elective or 
other required courses. 

Complete Course of 
Study form 

Late 
September/Early 
October 

This is your contract with the university.  It 
says what classes you will need to complete to 
receive your degree. Submit as part of your 
assignments in PSY 505.  Whenever you make 
a change you will need to re-submit a new 
form. 

Complete All 
Prerequisites 

As soon as 
possible 

Complete PSY 300, 362, and 363 if you have 
not met these required course. 

Take PSY 505  
Professional 
Development 

All three quarters 
of your first year 

One credit course taken for your first 3 
quarters at CWU.  The course provides an 
orientation to graduate school and academic 
goals. Each quarter covers different topics.  

Form a Thesis 
Committee 

Winter-Spring of 
your first year 

You may decide to either continue with your 
assigned faculty advisor as your thesis chair – 
or you may ask another faculty member to 
serve as a chair.  Your chair must be approved 
CWU graduate faculty. Once you have a 
general idea of the methodology and content 
of your thesis and in consultation with your 
thesis chair, ask CWU faculty in psychology or 
other departments or outside specialists if 
they’ll serve as thesis members.  Thesis 
members do not need to be approved CWU 
graduate faculty – requests can be made for 
special faculty status but such requests must 
be made several months in advance of your 
proposal meeting.   
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Thesis Proposal  End of first 
year/first quarter 
of second year.  

Student completes a research proposal and 
presents it formally to his/her thesis 
committee. This is an open meeting.  

HSRC/IACUC 
Application Submission 

After your thesis 
proposal 

Once your thesis committee has approved 
your methodology, submit your application 
for use of human subjects to the Human 
Subjects Review Council or for the use of 
animal subjects to the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee. 

Fingerprinting** After your thesis 
proposal 

**ONLY students working with vulnerable 
populations must submit documentation.  

SOURCE – Symposium 
Of University Research 
and Creative 
Expression 

During spring 
quarter  

University-wide conference where you can 
present your own first-year research or see 
other research is being conducted on campus.  
If you are not presenting, volunteer to be a 
judge!!! 

Make Certain You 
Have Presented 
Professionally 

Anytime during 
your graduate 
program 

The Masters in Experimental Psychology 
REQUIRES that students present at a 
professional conference or setting prior to 
graduation.  SOURCE (see above) is an 
excellent and free way to fulfill this graduation 
requirement. 

Apply for degree, pay 
fees, and arrange for 
cap and gown 

Start of the 
quarter that you 
plan to graduate. 
Enroll in 2 credits 
minimum.  

This comes early.  Be ready.  Talk directly to 
the graduate school for deadlines. 
BE AWARE OF THE DEADLINES FOR THESIS 
SUBMISSION IN EACH QUARTER – THOSE 
DEADLINES ARE TYPICALLY SEVERAL WEEKS 
PRIOR TO THE END OF THE QUARTER.   

Transcript review  Same time as 
application for 
degree 

When applying for graduation, the university 
will conduct an evaluation of your transcript.  
This ensures that you completed all of the 
classes on your course of study. 

Complete Thesis This is the final 
step for 
graduation.  

Students must present and defend their thesis 
in a formal meeting with their thesis 
committee. This is an open meeting and 
anyone may attend.  Your thesis must clear 
the CWU Graduate Studies’ anti-plagiarism 
check via Turnitin software.  
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Electronic Thesis 
Submission Agreement 
Form 

When you submit 
your committee-
approved thesis to 
CWU Graduate 
Studies 

All approved theses are posted electronically 
at CWU’s Brooks LIbrary ScholarWorks site: 
http://digitalcommons.cwu.edu/etd/ 
Make certain to have your faculty thesis chair 
and the program director sign your form. 

MS Experimental Psychology Course of Study 
Download a fill-able electronic form at: http://www.cwu.edu/psychology/experimental-

psychology-home 
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Academic Policies and Guidelines 
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The Course of Study form should be completed during your first quarter at CWU.  The 
Course of Study form is due to the graduate school by the time you have completed 25 credits. 
However, earlier completion of the Course of Study is preferred and sometimes necessary.  
 

1) Maintaining full-time graduate student status requires enrollment in 10 credits per 
quarter.  The normal course load for graduate students not holding a graduate 
assistantship is 10-16 credits per quarter, and 10-14 for those with assistantships. 
Graduate assistants taking over 14 credits must have approval from the SGSR dean. 
For a graduate student not holding an assistantship, a study load of 17-19 credits 
may be approved by the chair or graduate coordinator of the department of the 
student’s specialization. Loads above 19 credits are not normally permitted. 

 

2) Master’s degree students are expected to complete all requirements for the 
master’s degree within six years from the date of first enrollment. Students seeking 
to interrupt their studies may do so with the approval of the chair or graduate 
coordinator of the home department, but must pay a non-refundable fee for 
registration as an on-leave student. While on leave, graduate students retain library 
privileges. If a degree program is not completed during the six-year period from the 
quarter for which a student was admitted, the student must reapply to the 
university. If readmitted, only those credits graded B or higher and completed no 
more than six years from the date of the student’s program completion may be 
counted toward the degree. 

 

3) Grades for all courses included on the Course of Study must average at least 3.0, 
where the cumulative grade point average is calculated on all courses taken after 
admittance into a graduate program. A graduate student whose cumulative grade 
point average falls below 3.0 at the end of any quarter will be placed on academic 
probation for the next academic quarter. A student on probation may not hold a 
graduate assistantship. If the cumulative grade point average remains below 3.0 
after a second consecutive quarter, the student will not be eligible to continue in the 
Master’s program. 

 

4) Students may not receive a master’s degree from Central if their cumulative grade 
point average is below 3.0. The cumulative grade point average is calculated using 
all courses taken after admission into a graduate program, whether part of the 
approved course of study or not. Grades for all courses included on the course of 
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study must average at least 3.0 (B). Credit will not be accepted for courses on the 
course of study in which a grade lower than “C” is earned. 

 

5) The cumulative grade point average is calculated using all courses taken after 
admission into a graduate program, whether part of the approved course of study or 
not. Grades for all courses included on the course of study must average at least 3.0 
(B). Credit will not be accepted for courses on the course of study in which a grade 
lower than “C” is earned. 

 

6) Whenever a graduate student enrolls in fewer than 5 credits of 500-level courses, 
the Financial Aid Office will request a copy of the Course of Study from the graduate 
school. All financial aid may be delayed until the Course of Study form is received by 
the Financial Aid Office. As such, we urge our graduate students who are seeking 
financial aid to complete the Course of Study paperwork as soon as possible.   

 

7) Students who have 400-level courses listed on their Course of Study as part of their 
graduate program will still receive their normal financial aid as long as the Course of 
Study is on file in the Financial Aid Office. As such, we urge our graduate students 
who have 400-level courses on their Course of Study to complete the paperwork as 
soon as possible.   

 

8) Undergraduate prerequisite classes (like PSY 300) can be taken without penalty from 
the Financial Aid Office as long as they carry 5 credits of 500-level courses. The FAO 
will request your Course of Study to determine the status of your financial aid. If you 
plan to take undergraduate courses that are not on your Course of Study, please try 
to enroll in at least 5 credits of 500-level courses. If that is not possible, you will not 
receive graduate level aid. Contact the Financial Aid Office for more details (509) 
963-1611. 

 

Note: More guidelines can be found in the CWU Graduate Catalog and in this handbook 
under Thesis Standards and Requirements. 
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Scheduling Tips for Required Courses 
 

The courses listed below are part of the required coursework.  Due to changes in faculty 
schedules, it is not possible to predict course offerings more than 1-2 quarters in advance; 
however, the following information is typical (but not guaranteed) in a given year. 
 
Course  Quarter/Other Information 
PSY 544: Tests and Measurements 
(Dr. Schwartz) 

Offered every Fall quarter 

PSY 553: Single-Subject Design 
(Dr. Marsicano) 

Offered every Fall quarter 

PSY 555: Design & Analysis 
(Dr. Lonborg) 

Offered Fall and Spring quarters.  EXP MS 
students are expected to take this in their 
first quarter at CWU  
Requires PSY 363 Pre- or Co-requisite 

PSY 558: Advanced Statistics 
(Dr. Lonborg) 

Offered Spring 2020 Requires PSY 363 Pre- or 
co-requisite (and PSY 555 depending upon 
instructor) 
 

PSY 505: Professional 
Development in Experimental 
Psychology 

Offered in the Fall, Winter and Spring 
quarters.  Topics shift throughout the year. 
Students take these during their first year in 
the program 

PSY 510: Instructional Strategies 
(Dr. Radeke) 

Offered every other winter quarter; next 
offered Winter 2020 

PSY 580: Current Issues 
 

Offered Spring quarter. Topics vary based 
upon faculty.  The Spring 2020 topic is TBD 

PSY 586: Ethics in Research  
(Dr. Schwartz) 

Offered every other winter quarter; next 
offered Winter 2021 

PSY 588: Advanced Statistics II (Dr. 
Lonborg) 

Offered every spring quarter 
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List of Possible Electives  
 
This list includes many of the electives that have been approved by the MS-EXP Program.  
 Not all courses are offered every year so students should plan well in advance if they hope 

to include these courses in their “Course of Study” 
 If you do not see an elective course that fits the topic you are interested in, consider 

approaching a faculty member to set-up an Individual Study (PSY 596).  Individual Study 
courses are for variable credit and allow students and their faculty sponsors to discuss 
specialized topics in greater depth. 

 

Course (Credits) Name Relevant Info 

PSY 515 (4) Behavioral Medicine & Health Psychology Varies (next offered spring 
2020) 

PSY 520 (4) Psychology of Language Spring (next offered spring 
2020) 

PSY 521 (4) Human Neuroanatomy Every spring quarter  

PSY 525 (3) Psychology of Reading Every fall quarter 

PSY 530 (4) Positive Psychology Varies 

PSY 538 (4) Substance Abuse and Dependence Varies (next offered Fall 2019) 

PSY 541 (5) Advanced Cognitive Psychology Varies 

PSY 542 (4) Evolutionary Psychology Fall quarter (next offered fall 
2019) 

PSY 551 (4) Behavior Analysis Winter quarter (next offered 
winter 2020) 

PSY 576 (4) Comparative Psychology Usually spring quarters 

PSY 578 (4) Applied Clinical Neuroscience Every winter quarter 

PSY 579 (4) Psychopharmacology Spring and/or summer 
quarters (hybrid/online) – next 
offered spring 2020 

PSY 584 (4) Behavior Disorders and Psychopathology  Winter quarter.  Requires 
Abnormal Psychology as a 
pre-req. – next offered winter 
2020 

PSY 596 (variable 
credits) 

Individual Study Specialized topics, working 
with a faculty sponsor 
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 400-level courses (in any department) may be acceptable for graduate credit as long as 
the professor requires additional work that makes the course appropriate for graduate 
level study.   Prior to enrolling in these courses for graduate credit, it is expected that 
the student will acquire permission from the instructor and submit an updated “Course 
of Study” form.  Please note that you cannot have more undergraduate credits than 
graduate credits in any given quarter. 

 
 Many graduate programs (Biology, Family Studies, Science Education) on campus have 

classes relevant to your interests.  Many graduate courses in other departments may be 
approved as an elective.  Talk to the EXP PSY Program Director or your advisor for help 
in deciding on elective classes. 
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Typical 2-Year Course of Study  
 
1st Year 

Maintaining full-time graduate student status requires enrollment in 10 credits per 
quarter.  The flexibility of the MS Experimental Psychology program means that the 
onus is on the student to determine what elective courses best meet their research 
interests and needs. 

 
Quarter Courses Research 
Fall  PSY 505 Professional 

Development (1) 
 PSY 555 Design and Analysis 

for Applied Research (4) 
 PSY 363 Intermediate 

Statistics (5) or PSY 544 
Tests and Measurements (4) 
or PSY 553 Single Subject 
Design (3) 

 
 

 Meet with your faculty advisor every 
1-2 weeks to discuss potential thesis 
topics. 

 Chat with other faculty during their 
office hours or by appointment. 

 Collect and read relevant original 
research and review articles. 

 Determine potential thesis 
hypotheses and appropriate 
methodology. 

Winter  PSY 505 Professional 
Development (1) 

 PSY 510 Instructional 
Strategies in the Behavioral 
Sciences (2) 

 PSY 558 Advanced Statistics 
(5) or other elective courses 

 PSY 595 (Varies) 
 

 Work on your thesis proposal. 
 Formalize your thesis committee 

membership. 
 If you are conducting human subjects 

research, meet with HSRC to discuss 
potential issues. 

 Sign up for a free Qualtrics account 
and see what type of online research 
is possible. 
https://www.qualtrics.com/academic-
solutions/central-washington-
university/ 

Spring  PSY 505 Professional 
Development (1) 

 PSY 580 Current Issues in 
Psychology (3) 

 Elective courses 
 PSY 595 (Varies) 

 Complete your thesis proposal 
meeting. 

 Submit an Option Approval form to 
Graduate Studies. 

 Submit HSRC/IACUC applications for 
your thesis research. 
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2nd Year 

Students should use their 2nd year to gain a breadth of research experience, seek out 
service/committee opportunities for graduate students, and plan to present their 
research at a professional conference (or SOURCE in May) 

 
Quarter Courses Research 
Fall  PSY 544 Tests and 

Measurements (4) or PSY 553 
Single Subject Design (3) or 
other elective courses 

 PSY 595 and/or PSY 700E 
 
 

 Complete your thesis proposal 
and HSRC/IACUC clearance if 
not completed in the prior 
Spring quarter. 

 Data collection. 
 Consider working with other 

students or faculty on an 
additional research project. 

Winter  PSY 558 Advanced Statistics 
(5) or other elective courses 

 PSY 586 Ethics in Research (3) 
 PSY 595 and/or PSY 700E 
 

 Data collection. 
 Data analysis. 

Spring  PSY 580 Current Issues in 
Psychology (3) or other 
elective courses 

 PSY 595 and/or PSY 700E 
 

 Apply for Final Folder check 
with Graduate Studies. 

 Complete your thesis defense. 
 Submit your committee 

approved thesis to Graduate 
Studies. 

 
 You can only enroll in a maximum of 6 credits of 700E.  It is highly recommended that you 

wait until after your thesis proposal to enroll in 700E credits. 
 You can enroll in 3-10 PSY 595 credits during your graduate program.  You CAN enroll in 

more than 10 credits of PSY 595 if you need them in order to maintain full-time enrollment 
BUT only 10 of those credits will apply to the degree itself. 

 PSY 595 and PSY 700E credits are the way in which faculty are “reimbursed” in their 
workloads for working with students.  Make certain that you work with faculty to set clear 
guidelines and expectations regarding the work (or products) that are expected to be 
submitted when you enroll in these types of credits. 

 Remember that you can enroll in PSY 596 Independent Study credits with faculty – talk to 
faculty members if you are interested in setting up special topic classes.  
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General Tips and Advice  
 

As the Program Director, I want to give you some idea of what to expect over the next year 
or two. Remember that graduate school represents a shift in expectations. 
  

1. What you accomplish is dependent upon what you put in.  Engagement in the program 
is your responsibility. 

2. What you do outside the classroom is often more important than what you do in the 
classroom. 

 
In the classroom: 

 The level of expectations for your academic behavior will increase.  
 You will read less from textbooks, and more from original sources. 
 You will be expected to go the extra mile – seeking out background knowledge or 

evidence; synthesizing information across a wide spectrum of research literatures.  
 You will read more  - much more.  
 You will be expected to contribute professionally without being prompted – class 

participation, group discussions, seminar exchanges are all expected to be part of your 
normal graduate student repertoire.  

 
Outside the classroom: 

 When you leave the program, you’ll need more than just a transcript listing the courses 
you took.  You should have hands-on experience (e.g., running subjects, data analysis, 
submitting proposals and professional correspondence, teaching classes) and visible 
products (e.g., poster presentations, papers, internships, oral talks) that you can include 
on your resume. 

 
Teamwork is also part of graduate school. You are part of a larger cohort of graduate 

students.  Form cooperative and productive partnerships with your fellow students – it will help 
you! Working together is an excellent way to learn new material and to gain/learn about new 
experiences that are available. 
 

You need to take greater responsibility for approaching the material presented to you in a 
serious and thoughtful manner. You will get out of your degree, what you put into it.  The 
better use you make of your time here, the greater the rewards.  Ask for help.  Make certain 
you get guidance when you need it.  Your advisors and me are here to help you but, ultimately, 
it is up to you to ask for what you need to succeed and then succeed!! 
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Plan Ahead for Your Conference Presentation  
 

As part of our graduation requirements, students must present at a professional 
conference.  We recommend that students plan ahead for abstract submission deadlines. 
 
Potential Conferences 
 

 Western Psychological Association (WPA):  The WPA convention is usually held in 
April with abstract submissions due in November.  
http://westernpsych.org/convention/ 

- 2018 – Portland, Oregon 
- 2019 – Pasadena, California 
- 2020 – San Francisco, California 

 
 Rocky Mountain Psychological Association (RMPA): RMPA is usually held in April 

with abstract submissions due in January. http://www.rockymountainpsych.com/ 
- 2018-2020 – Denver, Colorado 

 
 Society of Personality and Social Psychology: SPSP is usually held in February or 

March with abstract submissions due in July.  http://meeting.spsp.org/ 
- 2018– Atlanta, GA 
- 2019 – Portland, Oregon 

 
 Symposium Of University Research and Creative Expression (SOURCE):  SOURCE is an 

on-campus, free conference at which any CWU student, staff, or faculty member 
can present.  SOURCE is held every May with submissions due at the start of Spring 
quarter.  https://www.cwu.edu/source/ 

- Always in Ellensburg! 
 
Funding 

 
Funding is available for graduate students who are presenting research from September 

1 through June 30 each academic year. Graduate students may apply to the Graduate School 
for reimbursement of travel expenses up to $400. Students who are co-presenting the same 
research or creative work at the same venue with another CWU graduate student(s) must split 
the award equally between all co-presenters who apply for funding 
 

https://www.cwu.edu/masters/graduate-student-funding#Travel Award 
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Thesis Standards and Requirements  
 
1. Check out prior MS Experimental Psychology theses electronically posted in 

ScholarWorks at CWU’s Brooks LIbrary:  http://digitalcommons.cwu.edu/etd/ 
 

The MS Experimental Psychology program requires a final thesis document (or journal-
ready thesis option) be submitted in order to fulfill the PSY700E Thesis Option.  A project or 
exam is not allowed within this program. 
 
It is highly recommended that you read over prior theses in order to get a sense of the 
methodological expectations and writing requirements.  

 
2. Thesis Committee 
 

Thesis committees must consist of a minimum of three members.  An optional fourth 
member can be included.  The thesis committee chair must be from the Department of 
Psychology and be an approved graduate faculty regular member.  Thesis committee 
members can be faculty from any department at Central Washington University, faculty at 
another institution, or someone who brings expertise from the field or research area.  
Potential thesis committee members who are not graduate faculty at Central Washington 
University must be approved via an official request for “Special” graduate faculty status 
submitted by from the MS EXP PSY program director to the School of Graduate Studies and 
Graduate Council. 
  

3. Thesis Goals and Learning Outcomes 
 

The thesis represents the culmination of a student's work in the MS Experimental 
Psychology program. Completing the thesis demonstrates that the student can work 
independently, integrate discipline-specific information, and respond to feedback.   
 
The thesis consists of research into a specific area of investigation and is often experimental 
in nature. The primary purpose of a thesis is to train the student in the processes of 
scholarly research and writing under the direction of members of the faculty. 
 
Thesis Learner Outcomes for the MS Experimental Psychology program include: 
 All students will demonstrate expertise in experimental design and data analyses. 
 All students will show appropriate use of research design in their field of inquiry, 

employing experimental, quasi-experimental, and/or mixed-methods group design for 
their thesis research.   

 All students will design, conduct, and report findings from quantitative research. 
 All students will demonstrate knowledge of the existing research, theories, and/or 

published literature within their field of inquiry. 
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 All students will be able to explain and apply the ethical standards of the field of 
psychology with regard to their thesis research. 

 
4. Thesis Phases 
 

 PHASE 1: Selecting a Committee, Writing (and Presenting) a Proposal, Applying for 
HSRC/IACUC Clearance after Thesis Committee Approval of the Proposal 

 
Thesis Advisor (Chair):  For guidance throughout the research and writing process, 
students have been assigned a faculty advisor who shares their research interests.  
Students may go on to have their faculty advisor serve as their thesis chair; however, 
the thesis chair does not have to be the faculty advisor initially assigned to the student 
upon entry to the program.   
 
The thesis chair must be a faculty member in the Department of Psychology.  Ideally, the 
thesis chair will have expertise that is relevant to the student’s area of study.  In 
consultation with the chair, students then select additional faculty members to be a part 
of the thesis committee.   
 
The thesis chair is expected to meet regularly with the student to set goals, review 
drafts, and ensure progress. Committee members give feedback on the proposal and 
the final draft, as well as evaluate the Thesis Defense. 

 
Writing a Thesis Proposal:  After selecting a committee, the student must write a 
proposal describing the theoretical background and proposed methods for the thesis 
research and submit it to their committee for approval. Under consultation with the 
committee, the proposal is reviewed to ensure feasibility, clear focus, and potential for 
development. When the proposal has been approved by the committee members, the 
student and committee members sign the Option Approval form available at 
http://www.cwu.edu/masters/forms-and-documents.   
 
Students in the Experimental Psychology program may only select “Thesis (standard)” or 
“Thesis (journal-ready)” options on the Option Approval form.  It is highly recommended 
that students select “Thesis (standard)” at the time of their proposal.  If, upon data 
analysis, it is appropriate for the student to consider the journal-ready thesis option, 
they can resubmit their Option Approval form prior to their defense with the journal-
ready thesis option selected.  
 
Submitting an IACUC or HSRC Application:  Only after the proposal meeting and the 
Option Approval form is submitted to the School of Graduate Studies, should students 
initiate their application to either Central Washington University’s Human Subjects 
Review Council (HSRC) or the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) as 
indicated by their research design.  The HSRC or IACUC process should be initiated as 
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early as possible, as the process can be time consuming. The necessary requirements 
and forms for HSRC clearance are available at http://www.cwu.edu/hsrc/.  The 
necessary requirements and forms for IACUC clearance are available at 
http://www.cwu.edu/iacuc/. 

 
 PHASE 2: Research, Data Collection, and Writing the Thesis 

 
Thesis research and data collection should occur according to the approved timeline and 
HSRC or IACUC specifications (when applicable). 

 
In the latter stages of writing, line edits should be implemented to make the writing 
clear, cohesive, and grammatically correct. Documentation should be accurate and 
conform to the most recent updates of documentation style of the American 
Psychological Association (APA) publication manual. 

 
Prior to the defense, the student submits final copies of the thesis to each committee 
member and to the MS Experimental Psychology program director.  Students are 
required to provide paper copies if requested by the committee members.  Students 
should supply their committee members with a copy of the thesis two weeks prior to 
the thesis.  

 
 PHASE 3: Thesis Defense 

 
The Thesis Defense is scheduled in the student’s last quarter in the program.  Students 
are expected to apply for a Folder Check with Graduate Studies in the first week of the 
quarter in which they plan to defend their thesis.  During their last quarter, students are 
required to be enrolled in a minimum of 2 credits; those credits can be PSY595 credits, 
PSY700E credits if the student has not already enrolled in 6 credits of PSY700E, or any 
other course credits that fulfill the minimum of 2 credits.  Students do not have to be 
enrolled full-time in the quarter in which they defend their thesis. 
   
The student schedules a Thesis Defense with the thesis committee’s approval. The 
thesis defense must take place during the student’s final quarter of the program. The 
student and the thesis chair should discuss appropriate presentation of the project prior 
to the defense. During the thesis defense, the student summarizes the project, presents 
the major findings, and addresses questions from the thesis committee. The student’s 
presentation of the project and answers to these questions will be considered as part of 
the assessment of the thesis. After the committee finishes asking questions, audience 
members will have the opportunity to ask questions of the student. 

 
After the Thesis Defense, the committee members will assess all parts of the research 
and decide whether or not to recommend approval of the thesis. The committee may 
require that the student complete further work or revisions following the defense. If 
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approval is recommended, the committee will complete the signature page, and the 
student will submit the thesis for final approval by the School of Graduate Studies.   
 
*Double-check graduate deadlines for each quarter prior to scheduling your defense to 
ensure that you can complete all your requirements before the end of the quarter* 
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 PHASE 4: School of Graduate Studies and Research (SGSR) Requirements 
 

 Check https://www.cwu.edu/masters/graduation-procedures-and-deadlines for 
graduate procedures and deadlines. 
 

 Apply for the Master’s degree final folder check during the first week of classes in the 
quarter in which you will be defending. 

 
 Complete and submit the Electronic Thesis Submission Agreement form. 

o It is typical for students in the Experimental Psychology program to select “No 
restriction on availability” rather than selecting an embargo.  An embargo should 
be considered if the student’s thesis includes proprietary information.  
 

 Upload a copy of your committee-approved thesis to the SGSR Canvas site (you will be 
added to that site when you apply for your final folder check) for a final Turnitin 
check. 
 
o It is highly recommended that, prior to your defense, you upload your completed 

thesis to the SGSR Canvas site to be prechecked by Turnitin. 
 

 After the final Turnitin check, submit a hard copy of your committee-approved thesis 
to SGSR for formatting review. 
 

 Your thesis will be reviewed for formatting requirements.  After you receive 
formatting feedback, make the corrections to your thesis, and then upload the final 
thesis to ScholarWorks on the Brooks Library website. 

 
If the thesis is not submitted by the appropriate deadlines within the quarter in which 
the student defended their thesis, then the student is required to be registered for at 
least two credits in the next quarter which is when the degree will be conferred. 
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Tracking Your Own Progress – Things to Note  
 
Quarter and year first enrolled in graduate program: _____________________________ 
Program Advisor: ________________________________________________________ 
 
A. Coursework 
_____ Course of study has been submitted to the graduate school   
_____ Course of study has been approved by the graduate school 
_____ Option Approval has been submitted to the graduate school 
_____ Option Approval has been approved by the graduate school 
 
For each of the following required courses, indicate those courses that have been chosen on the 
option approval form. Then indicate the quarter/year when the course was completed and the 
grade for the course.  
 
Required Prerequisites 

Course number & name Quarter/Year Grade/Credits 
Psy 300: Research Methods   
Psy 362: Intro Statistics   
Psy 363: Intermediate Stats   

 
Required Core Courses (Check student’s choices from Course of Study Form) 

Course number & name Quarter/Year Grade/Credits 
Psy 544: Tests and Measurements   
Psy 553: Single-Subject Design   
Psy 555: Design & Analysis   
Psy 558: Advanced Statistics   
Psy 505: Professional Development   
Psy 510: Instructional Strategies   
Psy 580: Current Issues   
Psy 586: Ethics in Research    
Psy 595: Graduate Research   
Psy 700E:  Thesis   
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B. Thesis 
 
Academic Advisor: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Thesis Chairperson: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Thesis Committee Members: _______________________________________________ 
 
Check off thesis-related activities as they are completed: 
 
_____ Course of Study approved by Graduate School 
_____ Identify Thesis Chair 
_____ Form Thesis Committee 
_____ Thesis Proposal Meeting (indicate date): __________________ 
_____ HSRC or IACUC form approved 
_____ Folder Check at Graduate School (indicate date): __________________ 
_____ Successful Thesis Defense (indicate date): __________________ 
_____ Thesis submitted to Graduate School (indicate date): __________________ 
_____ Thesis electronically uploaded to Brooks Library (indicate date): __________________ 
_____ Degree Conferred (indicate date): __________________ 

 
The MS Experimental Psychology program only allows a thesis option for a culminating 
experience.  The program does not accept Master’s projects. 
 
C. Other Academic or Scholarly Activities  
 
Has student been involved in scholarly/research activities beyond the thesis?  ____ Yes  ___ No 
 
If yes, indicate all that apply: 
____ Member of a faculty research team (Faculty member(s): _____________________) 
____ Author/coauthor of a convention presentation (Convention/date: _______________) 
____ Graduate Teaching Assistantship 
____ Graduate Research Assistantship (Faculty member(s): _______________________) 
____ Membership in Professional Association (Association(s): ____________________) 
____ Professional Development Activities  (If yes, please list/describe below): 
____ Community Service Activities (If yes, please list/describe below): 
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Ethical Behavior  
 

It is important that all students in the MS Experimental Psychology Program conduct 
themselves in the most professional manner. Students enrolled in the MS Experimental 
Psychology Program, while on campus (offices, classrooms, computer labs, etc.), while in 
practicum or internship facilities, or in any location where they represent the program and/or 
university (e.g. conferences, workshops, business meetings, etc.) are expected to:   

 Maintain the highest standard of professionalism in their conduct. 
 Refrain from disparaging remarks about other students, faculty, staff or community 

members, including but not limited to comments based on race, age, gender, mental 
capacity, sexual orientation, or religion. 

 Refrain from engaging in physical or verbal behaviors that cause mental, emotional or 
physical harm to another individual. 

  
Inappropriate or harassing language is inconsistent with Central Washington University 

Sexual Harassment Policy, the Student Affairs and Enrollment Management Code of Ethics, and 
the Chapter 106-120 WAC Student Conduct Code. Such behavior infringes on the rights of 
others to obtain an education or services in a harassment-free environment.  
 

As graduate students, you are now representatives of the MS Experimental Psychology 
Program, the Psychology Department and Central Washington University.  Whether in your 
classes, in your offices, in the computer labs, in graduate assistantship appointments, at 
internships sites, at conferences, or even on Facebook, you must behave in accordance with 
these expectations.  
 

The MS Experimental Psychology Program’s ability to collaborate with outside agencies to 
establish and maintain internship sites depends on the professional behavior of our interns. 
Unchecked inappropriate behavior places the program’s ability to provide meaningful and 
appropriate practicum opportunities in jeopardy. This section of the graduate handbook for all 
MS Experimental Psychology graduate students is intended to give notice that the Department 
of Psychology takes such behavior seriously. All such behavior will be addressed immediately. 
Continued evidence of ongoing inappropriate behavior on the part of graduate students in the 
MS Experimental Psychology Program will result in formal disciplinary action.  
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General Research Guidelines  
 

The following is a list of general guidelines to help students behave in an ethical, 
responsible and successful manner. 
 

All research/data collection involving human or animal subjects (even archival data) 
must have clearance from either the Human Subjects Review Council (HSRC) which is the 
Institutional Review Board for CWU or from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(IACUC).  IACUC clearance for working with animals must be obtained prior to 
ordering/purchasing any animals. 
 
The HSRC requires: 

 Training in the Responsible Conduct of Research available at the following URL: 
http://www.cwu.edu/hsrc/training-responsible-conduct-research. 

 Submission and approval of the protocol for collecting data.  There are multiple 
levels of review, including exemption, minimal risk, and full committee review.  The 
paperwork/process differs depending upon the level of risk involved.  See the 
website for further information. 

 If you will be collecting data from human subjects as part of your thesis work, you 
cannot seek HSRC clearance until your thesis proposal at which point all members of 
your thesis committee have agreed to your experimental protocol. 

 
The IACUC requires: 

 Submission and approval of the protocol for collecting data and housing/care of the 
animals.  All housing/care facilities must be approved and inspected by the IACUC 
committee once every six months.  See the following URL for more information:  
http://www.cwu.edu/~iacuc/ 

 
Other general rules for responsible research conduct: 

1. If you intend to work with a vulnerable population, you may not apply to the HSRC for 
permission to work with human subjects without having first completed the background 
check, fingerprinting, and obtaining malpractice and liability insurance.  

2. Do not submit a request to present research at any conference without prior written 
approval from the HSRC committee, the IACUC committee, or from your thesis advisor 
or co-authors. Everyone on a presentation submission should have the opportunity to 
review, edit and approve the submission materials in advance. A pending submission 
deadline does not give you the right to bypass this process. 
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3. Discuss all conference submissions with your thesis advisor in advance. It is important 
that your advisor agree that you are ready to present your data in a public forum.  Many 
conferences do not want submissions for projects for which no data have been collected 
at the time of submission. Most assume that all of the data have been collected and 
analyzed before the time of submission. If you do submit a request to present data that 
are yet to be collected, it must state so clearly in your submission.  

4. Typically, graduate students collaborate with their advisor(s) on the thesis and, as such, 
co-authorship is the standard for conferences. You will be the sole author of your thesis 
or project when it is submitted to the university, but conference and journal 
submissions usually include both students and faculty researchers.  

5. Do not exempt your own research from review by the HSRC committee or the IACUC 
committee. Researchers may not determine their exempt status. Only those university 
committees charged with protecting human and animal subjects may determine 
whether a project or thesis is exempt from review. All students (even those using 
archival data) must receive a letter from the appropriate committee BEFORE gathering 
data.  

6. Never present data of any kind without previous written approval from the HSRC 
committee, the IACUC committee, and from all co-authors. Failing to do so can have 
major negative ramifications ranging from fact-findings meetings with the HSRC or 
IACUC committees, to formal letters of reprimand, to federal investigations that place 
all research at CWU in jeopardy. Letters of approval from the HSRC and IACUC must be 
in hand by the principle investigator and by the faculty sponsor before data can be a) 
gathered or b) presented publically. Please do not assume that the approval process is 
merely a formality. 

7. Clear and thorough communication between faculty thesis advisors and graduate 
student advisees is central to the thesis process. Students should rely on faculty to guide 
them through the processes of HSRC and IACUC approval, as well as through more 
general thesis advising. Graduate faculty members have a responsibility to be aware of 
the status of the thesis research of their graduate students at all times. Regular 
communication is crucial. 

8. Graduate students are urged to consider the duties/services of the HSRC and the IACUC 
as central to the process of good research. It is part of the ethical codes that govern 
psychological research that we ensure the wellbeing and the safety of our participants. 
We recognize that only an outside agency can truly provide honest, unbiased, and 
independent risk assessments designed to protect the individuals who participate in our 
research. The thoroughness of their efforts is a service provided to us (at no cost) that 
protect both participants and researchers alike.  
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Faculty Advisors/Thesis Advisors/Thesis Chairs/Thesis Committee 
Members  

 
Any of the psychology faculty can serve as your advisor or as thesis committee 

members.  You should plan to work with several different faculty mentors while you are in the 
program.  Upon entering the MS Experimental Psychology program, students are assigned 
advisors based upon shared interests.  An advisor may become the student’s thesis chair; 
however, students may change advisors or thesis chairs at any point. 
 

Try out different advisors.  Talk to different faculty.  You should get along with your 
thesis chair.  Save your PSY700E – Thesis credits until after you have selected a thesis chair and, 
usually, until after you have proposed your thesis to your thesis committee. 
 

Check out the list of faculty in the department on the department’s website and then go 
TALK to them in their office or send them an email: 
 
http://www.cwu.edu/psychology/faculty-and-staff 

 
Ask 2nd year EXP PSY graduate students for their recommendations regarding specific faculty.   
 

Introduce yourself to our faculty and get to know each of them! 
 

A selection of Department faculty with an Experimental focus: 
Dr. Ralf Greenwald 
Associate Professor 

Room 428 
509-963-3630 

ralf.greenwald@cwu.edu 

 Dr. Greenwald’s research interests 
include: 
General Cognitive Psychology, Cognitive 
Neuroscience, Music Cognition, Working 
Memory, Brain Dynamics 

Dr. Tonya Buchanan 
Assistant Professor 

Room 433 
509-963-2999 

tonya.buchanan@cwu.edu 
 

Dr. Buchanan’s research interests 
include: 
Interpersonal effects of power, The ability 
to detect deception, Perceptions of 
important social groups (e.g., family), 
Consequences of implicit and explicit 
attitude discrepancies. 
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Dr. Josh Buchanan 
Instructor 
Room 427 

joshua.buchanan 
@cwu.edu 

Dr. Buchanan’s research interests 
include: 
How emotions influence decision-making, 
Why and how people express and 
describe emotions, The predictors and 
consequences of experiencing regret and 
disappointment, Cultural differences in 
emotions 

Dr. Kara Gabriel 
Professor 
Room 483 

509-963-2387 
kara.gabriel@cwu.edu 

Dr. Gabriel’s research interests include: 
General Experimental Psychology, 
Genetics & Behavior, Biopsychology, 
Spatial Learning, Animal Behavior, Stress 
and Behavior, Risk-taking 

Dr. Susan Lonborg 
Professor 
Room 480 

509-963-2397 
lonborg@cwu.edu 

 

Dr. Lonborg’s research interests include: 
Social Cognition, Behavioral Medicine and 
Health Psychology, Addictions, 
Psychotherapy Process and Outcome 
Research, Clinical and Research Ethics, 
Gender 

Dr. Megan Matheson 
Professor 
Room 479 
963-3668 

mathesom@cwu.edu 

Dr. Matheson’s research interests 
include: 
General Experimental Psychology, 
Comparative Psychology, Psychobiology, 
Animal Behavior, Primate Social Behavior, 
Stress & Coping 

Dr. Danielle Polage 
Associate Professor 

Room 448 
963-2012 

polaged@cwu.edu 

 

Dr. Polage’s research interests include: 
General Experimental Psychology, 
Cognitive Psychology, Memory, Lying, 
Psychology and the Law 
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Dr. Mary Radeke 
Assistant Professor 

Room 459 
509-963-2389 

mary.radeke@cwu.edu 

Dr. Radeke’s research interests include: 
Physiological psychology, Child language 
development, Social issues, Animal 
behavior, Facial Factors and Personality 
Research 

Dr. Steve Schepman 
Professor 
Room 429 

509-963-2389 
schepmas@cwu.edu 

 
 

Dr. Schepman’s research interests 
include: 
ADHD, Personality Theories, Work 
Motivation 

Dr. Anthony Stahelski 
Professor 
Room 453 

509-963-2368 
anthony.stahelski@ 

cwu.edu 

 

Dr. Stahelski’s research interests include: 
Small group behavior, Workteams, 
Leadership, Cults, Extremist Groups, and 
Terrorist Groups, Facial Factors and 
Personality Research. 

 
Even if you don’t have a faculty member as a course instructor, they may be interested in 
serving as your thesis chair or as a member of your thesis committee.   
 
You should also consider conducting research in addition to your thesis with faculty in the 
Department.   
 
You’ll never know unless you get to know them!! 
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Why Should I Get To Know Faculty?  
 
Faculty members have their own unique experiences and expertise that they can share with 
you. 

 You’ll need to find, at least, three faculty members to serve on your thesis committee.  
Because that represents an increased workload for the faculty, they are far more likely to 
agree to serve on your committee if they know you. 

 Graduate school is all about mentoring and learning through one-on-one guidance – why 
not have more mentors? 

 Increase your chances of getting in on exciting research opportunities or experiences. 

 While in graduate school, your interests may change and evolve; talking with experienced 
faculty with interests outside your own is a valuable part of that process. 

 
What About Faculty From Other Departments?  
 

As with getting to know the faculty in the Department of Psychology, the more interaction you 
have with faculty in other departments, the more you’ll gain from your graduate experience.  

 

What About Specialists From Outside CWU?  
 

Research is a collaborative process.  You should always practice professional correspondence 
skills and feel comfortable asking other researchers or scientists for their advice.   

If you would like an outside expert to be a member of your thesis committee, remember to 
request that the Director of the Experimental Psychology program submit paperwork to have 
those individuals granted “special” graduate faculty status.  That process typically takes ~2 
months so don’t put it off too long.  
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Handling Complaints  
 

When students have concerns about classes, faculty or other students, they should handle 
them in the following way:  

 
o Start with the individual involved in the concern.  If you are concerned about a faculty 

member, please talk to him or her first.  You might be surprised.  It might be easier to 
solve than you think.  
 

o If discussing the concern directly with the person(s) involved does not resolve the issue, 
write a letter or email to the Director of the MS Experimental Program. Please provide 
documentation when appropriate or available. It is not appropriate to carbon copy the 
chair, dean, provost or other higher authority at this point. The director will review the 
concern and may respond directly to all parties involved, or may request further 
information or arrange a meeting between the parties involved. Often the MS 
Experimental Psychology program director can help negotiate an appropriate and 
agreeable solution.  

 
o If the Director of the MS Experimental Program is unable to resolve the issue, he/she 

will enlist the assistance of the Psychology Department Chair, the University Ombud’s 
office and/or other appropriate individuals.  

 
o For a detailed description of University policies regarding student rights and 

responsibilities, please refer to the back of your undergraduate/graduate catal 
 

Internships  
 

The Cooperative Education course (PSY 590) is intended for any MS Experimental 
Psychology program graduate student who wishes to gain relevant experience in an applied 
setting (e.g., pharmaceutical company, zoological setting, MRI lab, residential care facility, 
public school, etc.). Any MS Experimental graduate student may apply to do an internship 
during their tenure at CWU but it is not required.  
 
Planning Your Internship: 
 

 Work closely and early with your academic/thesis advisor and the MS Experimental 
Psychology Program Director to help plan your internship.  

 Do not contact potential internship sites yourself without prior consultation and 
permission of your academic/thesis advisor and the program director. 
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 Psychology 590 internships are managed through the Cooperative Education Office at 
Career Services. Contracts include the student, the faculty supervisor and the internship 
site supervisor. 

 You must submit the internship application at least one full quarter in advance of the 
quarter in which you plan to enroll for the internship. We will need time to help you set 
up the internship. If you delay turning in the application, you may have to wait longer to 
be placed. A copy of the form follows.  

 Keep your academic advisor and the program director informed of any changes to the 
information you stated on the application form. 

 
The MS Experimental Program Director and your academic advisor will work closely with you to 
plan an internship experience that meets both the objectives of the internship as well as your 
individual training needs and professional goals.   
 
Note:  Central Washington University, the Psychology Department do not guarantee 
placement in a PSY 590 internship. 
 
Students enrolling in PSY 590 (Cooperative Education) are expected to complete a minimum of 
40 hours of work for each enrolled credit. Therefore, a 5-credit internship would require a total 
of 200 hours over the 10-week quarter – an average of 20 hours per week. A full-time (10 
credit) summer internship would require a total of 400 credit hours presumably completed in 
10 weeks (40 hrs/week).  
 
Internship site administrators retain the right to refuse access to any CWU student at any time. 
As such, students are urged to maintain professional behavioral standards and to seek 
assistance from site supervisors, and/or program coordinators.  
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Student Medical Malpractice & Liability Insurance  
 

Accreditation bodies for graduate training programs have increasingly demanded that 
students maintain professional malpractice and liability insurance.  
 

 Students in MS Experimental Psychology whose training will include the use of human 
clients or subjects in their internships or vulnerable subject populations in their thesis 
work (PSY 684 and/or PSY 700E, respectively) are required to obtain professional 
liability insurance. The minimum liability requirements include $1,000,000 per 
occurrence and a $3,000,000 annual institution aggregate. 

 
 Those students who meet either of the above requirements must provide a copy of 

verification of insurance coverage to the Director of the MS Experimental Psychology 
program each fall. Students are expected to renew liability insurance each fall and to 
present copies of verification of renewed insurance coverage the Director of the MS 
Experimental Psychology program. 

 
 Student Medical Malpractice Insurance must be purchased before establishing contact 

with the CWU Human Subjects Protections Committee (HSRC) regarding studies 
involving vulnerable populations or with clients or subjects.  

 
 Student will be required to show proof of medical malpractice and general liability 

insurance to employers prior to internship placements.  
 

 It is strongly urged that all students include a copy of verification of insurance coverage 
when submitting CWU Human Subjects Protections forms that include vulnerable 
populations to the HSRC. 

 
Description: CWU’s Student Medical Malpractice Insurance Program is only available to CWU 
students and provides professional liability insurance to CWU students who furnish mental and 
physical health-related professional services required under curriculum or internships. 
Examples include athletic trainer, mental health counselor, school counselor, dance therapist, 
drug and alcohol counselor, marriage and family counselors, audiologist, language-speech 
pathologist, dietitian, physical therapist, social worker, occupational therapist, and services in 
the physical education, health and recreation fields. Any academic department within these 
and similar fields (such as experimental psychology or applied behavior analysis) should make 
the Student Medical Malpractice Insurance available to students. The cost is approximately 
$25.00 for coverage through the duration of the annual master policy period, beginning and 
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ending on September 1st of each year. It is the student's responsibility to make sure their 
premium is paid and their coverage is current.  
Cost:  The cost for this insurance is a flat fee of approximately $25.00 for coverage for 12 
months from the date the fee is paid, although the annual master policy period begins and ends 
on September 1.  It is the student’s responsibility to make sure their premium is paid and their 
coverage is current. This insurance policy is valid for one year, and must be renewed if you 
continue into a second year or beyond. CWU manages to keep the cost low by insuring large 
cohorts of students. The CWU policy covers the required liability limits.  
 
Purchasing Procedures:  Payment for student medical malpractice insurance is made at the 
beginning of the fall quarter.  Students must complete the insurance enrollment form for 
Student Professional Liability Insurance (Medical Malpractice) found on the CWU Business 
Services and Contracts Website at: 
 
http://www.cwu.edu/business-services/insurance 
 
This form is updated with the new premium rates after September 1st.  Once complete, the 
student must deliver it to the University Cashier with the accompanying payment. Then you 
must deliver a copy of the insurance enrollment form and receipt to the Office of Business 
Services and Contracts (Mitchell Hall 2nd floor). Once the policy has been issued, you will be 
sent to Career Services who will place a copy of the policy in their file. One additional copy must 
be delivered to the Director of the MS Experimental Psychology program. It is highly 
recommended that you retain several copies of the insurance form yourself. You will need to 
provide proof of insurance to your thesis advisor when proposing your Masters thesis, and to 
the Human Subjects Protections Committee before beginning any data collection, and/or to 
your practicum supervisor before beginning your internship (PSY 681).  
 
Potential Claims:  Potential claims must be reported to CWU Director of Business Services and 
Contracts immediately by the University department in charge of the student. Failure to do so 
may jeopardize your position. The Director of Business Services and Contracts will administer 
the claim at that time. 
 
Important Note: Coverage is only available to Central Washington University Students. This 
summary is designed to give you a general overview of the insurance coverage. It should not be 
construed as a representation or legal interpretation of coverage. Contact Business Services 
and Contracts for specific information about the program and coverage terms, conditions and 
exclusions.  
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Criminal Background Check 
 

Graduate students in mental health counseling, school counseling, school psychology, 
general experimental psychology, and applied behavior analysis programs take clinical 
practicum classes, internships and/or gather thesis data where they may come in contact with 
human subjects (including adults and/or children under the age of 18). In pursuit of the highest 
level of care for our clients and our subjects, and in following established standards of care 
regarding working with vulnerable populations, we require that all graduate students undergo a 
criminal history check.  
 

A preliminary WA State Criminal History Check (for WA state residents) or multi-
state/national Criminal History Check (for out of state residents) will be conducted for all 
Psychology Department graduate students who have been accepted for full, probationary, or 
conditional admission and who have indicated their acceptance of admission by paying the 
Confirmation of Acceptance of Admission (Matriculation) Fee. The psychology department will 
initiate this background check before students begin the program, using information on the 
student’s application for admission. There is no charge for this procedure.  
 
Fingerprinting  
 

Graduate students in the MS Experimental Psychology program that anticipate contact 
with children or other vulnerable populations (e.g. medical/mental health patients, pregnant 
women, people with developmental disabilities; the elderly, or animals) within the context of 
their academic training, thesis work, or field work, are required to be fingerprinted. MS 
Experimental students who select to participate in supervised internship work are also 
required to undergo fingerprinting.  Those who choose to forego fingerprinting will not be 
allowed to work with children or other vulnerable populations until one can be completed. This 
may impose delays in thesis, applied practicum, or supervised internship work.  
 

This additional level of documentation also prepares students for placement in public 
school settings, and other state agencies, for some or all of their graduate internship 
experience. Washington state law requires fingerprinting and a national criminal history check 
of all public school personnel. Fingerprinting at CWU is processed through the FBI.  

To Schedule an Appointment for Fingerprinting:  

Please call the CWU Teacher Certification Office at (509) 963-2661 and ask to make an 
appointment. The fingerprinting process will take approximately 30 minutes. Please schedule it 
when you have the appropriate time to do it. Please do not bring children with you.  
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The fingerprinting information at the Teacher Certification office can be viewed at: 
http://www.cwu.edu/~cert/fingerprint.html 

Prior to Your Appointment for Fingerprinting:  

Each individual who needs fingerprinting must complete the Individual Information Form for 
Electronic Fingerprinting prior to the fingerprinting appointment. Application materials 
(included on the next page) are also available at the Teacher Certification Office, Black Hall 228. 
You must have the form completed prior to your appointment. The information on the form 
will be entered into the electronic system to initiate the fingerprinting process. Failure to fill 
out or complete the form will result in no prints being taken. Please come in ten (10) minutes 
prior to your appointment.  

You will need to have government issued form of identification with you (i.e., Driver's License, 
military ID or US Passport) and present it at the time of your appointment. CWU Connection 
Card is not acceptable as government issued form of identification.  

Fees:  

There are fees associated with the fingerprint process. Please be prepared to pay the required 
fees at the time of your appointment. These fees may change without notice so please check 
with the Teacher Certification Office to confirm the fee rate.   

You may pay with a personal check, bank certified check or money order made payable to 
CWU, or with cash for the exact amount of the required fee. Unfortunately, we do not have the 
capability to accept debit/credit cards and fees cannot be charged to your student account.  

You may check with the Teacher Certification Office to see if your prints have cleared. Please 
call 509-963-2661. 


